Shift
The Shift is a customizable, mobile, all
in one unfolding workstation. The Shift
ships fully assembled and installs with no
parts, pieces or tools and stores at 15%
of it’s original footprint.

Features and Benefits
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1. Wall Height
Standard heights are 29", 41", 52" and
66". Panel Extenders can be added for
additional height and privacy. Various
material options available.

4. Height Adjust
Option to convert surface to electric
height adjust by adding plug and play
control box. Height ranges from 21.9"
to 48.1"

2. Visual Privacy
High-pressure laminate comes
standard. Whiteboard laminate and
stick on ezoBord panels are also
available

5. Accessory Rail
For mounting monitors, shelves, paper
slots, and binder storage.

3. Worksurface
Standard depth is 24”. Standard
lengths are 60" and 72" and 96".
Custom lengths available. Straight
surface comes standard. Option to add
Flipover Surface.

6. Power and Data
Option to add power bar with 15 ft
power cord for flexible connection to
wall, floor or other stations. For longer
runs, a 4-circuit 80 amp quick connect/
disconnect power system can be
added in the Power and Data trough
(which comes standard)
Separate compartment for running up
to 40 data cables.

7. Accessories
Height- adjustable keyboard arms and
trays available for add-on
8. Mobile Storage
Complete line of mobile pedestals,
storage towers, and lateral files
available.
9. Corner and Castor Covers
Corner and castor covers come
standard.
10. Mobility Lock
Stations can be fixed in place using
a castor lock or linking plate to link
to next station. Locks can only be
removed with a screwdriver. Option for
tamper-proof screws. (Stations can
also be ordered with adjustable glides
instead of castors at no additional
charge.)
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